
Knox Green Team – Healing the Earth’s Trauma, Healing Ourselves 
February 20, 2022 Worship Reflection Summary  

 
Collective Trauma and the Earth – Kathleen Howard 
 
Trauma can be defined as ongoing emotional stress resulting from a distressing life event. 
Trauma can be individual or collective. The global pandemic is a collective trauma and so 
is the climate crisis. 

In an article about climate change, Thomas Hubl, describes the ways that unresolved 
collective trauma connects to climate change inaction. Past traumas that have not been 
integrated and healed disconnect us from ourselves and the earth.  

Trauma and climate change are complex issues. However, one of the ways to begin to 
heal is to create intentional moments to nurture ourselves in nature.  

Another way is to take small steps to become more aware of how our lifestyle affects the 
earth.  

Reducing Waste – Don Emerson 
 
In finding healing over the loss of a friend by way of a photograph, Don drew our attention 
to the issue of garbage and waste both locally and globally and how, by becoming 
conscious of our neglect and abuse of the environment we can begin to repair our 
relationship with it. Don cited several ideas where we can clean up the environment 'one 
piece of garbage at a time' each day, in addition to using local business outlets for the 
purposes of recycling and refilling even the most basic of household items. 
 
Eating Seasonally – Marie Taylor 
 
Marie spoke about eating locally and seasonally. She described herself as a Seasonarian. 
She purchases fresh foods directly at the farm, at local farm markets or businesses. She 
checks with the places she shops to find out where the foods come from.  
In the summer she has a small garden that produces nutritious fruits and vegetables. And 
once per week, she eats a meatless meal.  
She reminded us that if we all concentrated on what can be grown and purchased locally 
imagine how we would help our local farmers. Our ecology would also benefit greatly by 
the limited amounts of fuels needed to get food to market. 
 
Prayer and Healing the Earth – Kathleen Howard 
In the book Healing Our Planet, Healing Our Selves, Edward Viljoen writes about Prayer. 
He says when we are praying about a problem, we need to be careful not to bring the 
problem into our prayer. Instead, we need to focus our attention on openness to a 
solution. When we pray with an open mind and heart, we can move away from 
hopelessness and overwhelm and trust that environmental solutions do exist.  
 
 
 



Community Spiritual Practice – Jan Reinson 
 
Jan spoke about how the trauma of climate driven disasters impacts people’s mental 
health and how two British Columbia physicians are doing something about this. 
Dr. Melissa Lem, a family physician in Vancouver, and a Nelson doctor, Dr. Kyle Merritt, 
are part of a growing group of physicians looking to close the gap between environmental 
health risks brought on by climate change and the clinical response of the healthcare 
system.   
 
There is strong clinical evidence that nature benefits us. Based on her experience with 
patients, Dr. Lem has joined the BC Parks Foundation in launching PaRX a prescription 
for Nature.  PaRx offers practical resources for health care providers to prescribe nature.  
For more information, please go to https://www.parkprescriptions.ca/ 
Let’s write ourselves PaRx, that is a Nature prescription, and immerse ourselves in nature 
each day.    
 
Our Community Spiritual Practice is from the organization For the Love of Creation, 
Take a Sacred Pause. The document is posted at the bottom of this webpage.  
 
When we connect to and honour the earth, the earth will help us heal.  
 
Submitted by Kathleen Howard 
Knox United Green Team 
 
 
Source Materials 
Thomas Hubl https://thomashuebl.com/the-anatomy-of-inaction-climate-complexity-change/ 

Edward Viljoen, Every Problem a Prayer, Healing Our Planet, Healing Our Selves, The Power of 
Change Within to Change the World, ed. Dawson Church and Geralyn Gendreau, Elite Books 

PaRX  https://www.parkprescriptions.ca/ 

 

GreenFaith Sacred Season for Climate Justice 
From March 17 to May 6 people of diverse faiths around the world celebrate religious 
holidays. This time also includes Earth Day celebrations and events.  
GreenFaith is encouraging people of faith to show up on these holiest days “to connect 
climate justice with their religious values” 
Resources will be available on March 1st. For more information, please go to the 
GreenFaith website https://greenfaith.org/sacred-season/ 
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